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The unique approach of Torts: Cases and Questions, Second Edition, presents extraordinary

teaching cases positioned in tandem, challenging students to compare the cases and draw

connections and distinctions between the two. Teachers across the country are discovering the

lively and instructive classroom experience promoted by this fresh and innovative format.   Torts:

Cases and Questions, Second Edition, features:    an exceptionally strong collection of cases

arranged in pairs that challenge students to explain the distinctions between them   logical

organization that starts with intentional torts   a balance of classic and contemporary cases chosen

to stimulate active student engagement and lively class discussion   intermediate cases shorter

excerpts than principal cases, but more lightly edited than typical note cases that present a broad

survey of the field   problems integrated throughout the book that help students apply new concepts

and prepare for exams   a compatible pedagogical approach that supports a variety of teaching

objectives   an extensive Teacher's Manual that offers hundreds of interesting questions and

answers suitable for classroom use    Revised for enhanced clarity throughout, the updated Second

Edition includes:    coverage that reflects the expanded use of the Restatement (Third) of Torts  

additional facts added to some case descriptions   notes on recent public events of interest,

including the 9/11 Victims Compensation Fund and litigation over the painkilling drug Vioxx    Now

with enhanced clarity and even stronger teaching cases, the second edition of Torts: Cases and

Questions will revitalize how you teach Torts while it provides complete and sustained support of

your coverage preferences and teaching objectives.LOOKING FOR ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

TO HELP YOU IN TORTS LAW? TRY EXAMPLES & EXPLANATIONS: LAW OF TORTS 4E

(9780735588745) AND THE WOLTERS KLUWER BOUVIER LAW DICTIONARY: 2011 STUDENT

EDITION (9780735568525) --TWO OF MANY GREAT STUDY GUIDES FROM WOLTERS

KLUWER LAW & BUSINESS.
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Currently, I'm half-done with law school and this casebook is my favorite. First of all, the cases are

HILARIOUS (e.g., man lights a cigarette while using an outhouse with disastrous consequences).

Also, the book is gimmick-free: no lame "on-line" resources; no graphics or illustrations; almost no

anecdotes or side notes. Rather, the authors typically provide only the relevant Restatement section

for a given tort, followed by two factually-similar cases that have opposite outcomes. If you take the

time to reason WHY the cases turned out differently without using a hornbook, you'll OWN your torts

final. Granted, this often takes substantial time. The authors also provide "hypos" which are simply

the facts from real cases (without providing the holding), asking the reader to reason how it should

have turned out. This seems annoying at first, but if you put in the time rather than just google the

case, it's worth it (I ended up CALI'ing the class by doing this). Great casebook!

THis was my required torts textbook. Honestly not too bad. very interesting, a lot of cases. Perhaps

too many cases and not enough depth into each one. Don't buy this unless it's for class, of course.

I enjoyed Torts, but negligence was not my favorite aspect of it. So many boats, barges, and

seaman. Reading about damaged boats, burning boats, boats crashing into things...it gets tiring.

Rather than mixing essays in with cases, this book uses cases to discuss cases. Really fun and

entertaining, but a pain to brief.
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